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Equilibrium and optimal location of warehouses1

in urban areas: a theoretical analysis with2

implications for urban logistics3

François Combes*4

Abstract5

This paper presents a structural microeconomic model of the choice of ware-6

house location in urban logistics. The model is theoretical and analytical. It brings7

the focus on operational constraints, their diversity, and their influence on costs.8

The location decision is modelled as a trade off between land rents (making it costly9

to locate close to the center of the urban area) and transport costs (which increase10

non linearly when the warehouse moves away from the city center.) The influence11

of various parameters on the optimal warehouse location is analysed. The follow-12

ing conclusions are drawn. First, increased demand contributes to explain logistic13

sprawl: when the density of operations (pick-ups and deliveries) increase in a given14

area; transport is more efficient, making it less necessary for warehouses to be close15

to the city center. Second, urban logistics is a heterogenous sector and, depending16

on the operational constraints, will not react homogenously to changes in economic17

parameters or the implementation of public policies. Third, economies of scale are18

identified: some implications are discussed. Fourth, the paper briefly discusses19

how land-use planning, regarding in particular warehouses, can help internalise20

some of the externalities of urban logistics.21

1 Introduction22

Urban logistics commonly refers to the systems and processes which make possible23

the supply of commodities in urban areas. As such, it is an essential, non substitutable24

economic function of cities (1, 2). It includes urban freight transport, as well as supply25

chain management insofar as it directly regards urban areas, including storage, handling26

and cross-docking in warehouses inside or around urban areas. The location of these27

warehouses is a complex, yet critical process (3, 4).28

From a public policy standpoint, urban logistics raises a number of issues: it re-29

quires real estate, in a place where real estate is scarce; it generates traffic, in a place30

where roads are congested, parking space lacks, and pollution and noise are particularly31

harmful, due to both building configuration and the mere concentration of residents (5).32

*ORCID ID 0000-0001-5658-4437, IFSTTAR, AME/SPLOTT, 14-20 bvd Newton, 77447 - Marne-la-
Vallée, France.
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As a consequence, a reduction in the pressure that urban logistics exerts on urban areas1

is strongly wished for.2

And yet, the beneficiaries of urban logistics, i.e., mostly, residents (either directly or3

through retail stores), are a particularly demanding and difficult segment to satisfy from4

a supply chainmanagement perspective. Indeed, the demand is spatially and temporally5

dispersed, prefers frequent orders of small amounts of commodities, and values highly6

variety, flexibity, and, when relevant, short lead time. Thus the cost of the last mile,7

often estimated to be a substantial share of total logistic costs. As a consequence, urban8

logistics heavily relies on a large flow of small vehicles, not used at weight or volume9

capacity, often old and polluting.10

Urban logistics is undergoing a number of trends which very probably intensify11

these issues. One can quote e-commerce (6), which is generally associated with small12

and unpredictable orders (7). Also, multi-channel distribution, where supply chains are13

reorganised to provide customers with several logistic alternatives, comes with a com-14

plexity which probably makes it more difficult to leverage economies of scale and use15

environmentally virtuous transport organisations. The impact of new technologies, ser-16

vices (such as the rise of instant deliveries, 8), and marketplaces, is currently extremely17

uncertain, and will have to be assessed in the long term.18

This paper is focused on a specific trend: logistics sprawl. Logistics sprawl refers19

to the phenomenon observed in many large urban areas (although not all of them) where20

warehouses and logistic platforms tend to move away from the urban areas, faster than21

other economic activities or households (9–12). This trend is particularly alarming, as it22

directly reinforces the impacts of urban logistics, by making vehicles cover longer dis-23

tances to provide the same service(13). It is also not a fatality: compared to some of the24

trends quoted above, which essentially stem from technological or organisational inno-25

vations, and sometimes seem quite inescapable, logistic sprawl is a standard land use26

planning issue. As such, it is governed by transport economics and urban economics,27

and it can be addressed by policy instruments such as land use planning and regulation.28

However, before policy recommandations are suggested, a thorough understanding29

of the issue is necessary. The objective of this paper is to contribute to this under-30

standing by the means of a microeconomic model. The model considers commodities31

delivered in an urban area by vehicles starting from a logistic platform located at the32

outskirt of the urban area. The location of the logistic platform is assumed to be a trade-33

off between land rent and transport costs. Particular attention is paid to the modelling34

of transport costs (14). Indeed, the structure of transport costs results from various35

operational constraints; several distinct regimes (i.e. typs of constraints) are analysed36

and compared. The sensitivity of the location of the logistic platform to the model’s37

parameters is investigated. The (private) optimum location of the logistic platform is38

also investigated, with the introduction of a number of externalities.39

The originality of the paper relies on the detailed representation of the transport40

cost structure and the distinction and explicit representation of several operational con-41

straints. This diversity of these constraints illustrates how difficult it can be to measure42

the overall performance of urban logistics, or lack thereof: simply measuring it with an43

average loading factor, for example, can be strongly misleading. Economies of scales44

are identified regarding transport costs: some implications are briefly discussed. The45

paper also contributes to understanding the drivers of the location of logistic platforms,46
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and confirms the role of land rents (especially land rent gradients) in the process. Fi-1

nally, it discusses the extend to which land use planning actions can correct some of the2

market failures of urban logistics.3

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 presents the modelling assumptions, and4

derives the total cost function, under different sets of assumptions. Section 3 presents5

and discusses the model’s properties. Section 4 concludes the paper.6

2 Model presentation7

This section begins with a brief presentation of urban logistics, based on the example8

of the urban area of Paris (Section 2.1). Then, the main modelling assumptions are9

presented (Section 2.2). Finally, the model is elaborated in Section 2.3.10

2.1 A brief description of urban logistics, based on the case of the11

urban area of Paris, France12

Before diving into the specifics of the model, it is useful to present a few facts about13

freight transport operations regarding urban areas. Consider a shipper sending com-14

modities towards a given receiver (both can be firms or individuals, or households).15

There are very basically two options to transport those commodities: the first one is16

direct transport, where the vehicle loads the shipment at the origin, carries it to the des-17

tination and unloads it (full truckload - FTL), possibly with a few other shipments going18

from similar origins to similar destinations (partial truckload).19

The second is massified transport (Less Than Truckload - LTL), where the ship-20

ment is picked up together with other shipments in the vicinity, regardless of destina-21

tion, brought to a warehouse, or a cross-docking platform, where it is unloaded, sorted,22

loaded onto another vehicle, carried toward another cross-docking platform close to the23

destination area, where it will, again, be unloaded, sorted, and loaded in a vehicle, to24

be delivered it a certain area, together with other shipments.25

The first option is adapted for rather large flows of not too time sensitive commodi-26

ties, whereas the second option is relevant for smaller flows of more time sensitive27

commodities (consistently with the theory developed in (15), and confirmed empiri-28

cally in this specific case in (16)).29

The second organisation is prevalent in urban logistics. Consider the case of the30

urban area of Paris, France (17,175km2, 12.4 million inhabitants). A urban goods31

movement survey was realised in this area in 2010-2012; it reveals that 38% of the32

movements (pickups or deliveries) are realised by car or light commercial vehicles,33

29% by vans, 23% by straight trucks, and only 9% in semi-trailers (17). Parcel deliver-34

ies are mainly associated with vans and small LCVs, while pallets are more generally35

delivered by straight trucks (18, 19). Also, many of the movements observed in the36

survey which were made by semi-trailers are deliveries toward large retail centers or37

warehouses, which in turn emit movements of smaller vehicles, with an average ratio38

of three to four outgoing vehicles for one incoming vehicle (17). Finally, it should be39

noted that the survey is strongly oriented towards B2B flows and therefore misses an40

unknown share of B2C flows (but estimated to amount to about a third of all movements41
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in 8), which tends to strengthen the above statement again. It is therefore legitimate to1

state that the share of LTL transport is overwhelming in the case of the urban area of2

Paris, and possibly in other large urban areas as well.3

2.2 Main modelling assumptions4

Consider a given large urban area. Given the previous discussion, the focus is brought5

on shipments handled in a warehouse inside or at the outskirt of the urban area be-6

fore being delivered. Shipments transported in partial or full truckload are disregarded.7

Courier activity is ignored as well.8

By assumption, every shipment delivered in the urban area undergoes the sequence9

of operations illustrated in Figure 1. In this figure, the shipment of interest is the small10

red block stored in a warehouse (visible at the left-hand side of the picture), ordered by11

a given receiver (depicted by a red cross at the right-hand side), in a given urban area12

where other shipments will be delivered and picked up. For a delivery, the sequence of13

operations is as follows:14

a) the shipment is loaded into a large vehicle (typically a semi-trailer), carried to-15

ward a cross-docking platform.16

b) the shipment is unloaded, sorted and loaded in a smaller vehicle.17

c) the smaller vehicle reaches the area where the deliveries and pick-ups will be18

made.19

d) the shipment is delivered, during a round where other operations are realised.20

The distinction between the approach and return movements, on one hand, and21

the intermediate movements on the other hand is directly drawn from (20). The gray,22

dashed lines illustrate the other vehicles coming to the warehouse or leaving it, from or23

towards other places.24

a) delivery to the 
warehouse

d) intermediate
movements

c) approach (and return) 
movement

b) cross-docking
operation

Figure 1: Operations sequence

Another set of assumptions should be discussed here, regarding the operational con-25

straints in urban logistics. By operational constraint, we mean the physical or technical26

constraints that limit the operations which can be realised with a given vehicle and/or27

a given driver. From this perspective, there are several possibilities, and, to the au-28

thor’s knowledge, no data to assess the prevalence of each of them. In this paper, the29

following regimes are distinguished:30
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I) the round’s duration must be lower than a certain time limit H , e.g. a driver’s1

workday duration, or half of it if the vehicle has to come back to the origin ware-2

house in the middle of the day. H is exogenous.3

II) receivers expect a lead time lower than H; this applies a constraint to the round4

duration. H is considered exogenous in this paper, although it actually derives5

from an interaction between the cost of providing a certain lead time, on the6

supply side, and the willingness to pay for that lead time, on the demand side.7

III) receivers must be delivered during a certain time window of duration H . This8

case is notably relevant for wholesale trade, where restaurants, bars or retail stores9

must be delivered in the morning.10

IV) the vehicle has a limited rangeL. While currently seldom relevant, this constraint11

may become critical in scenarios where alternative vehicles (such as electric ve-12

hicles) are considered, and is worth examining.13

H need not be equal under regimes I to III. It should also be noted the model is14

not relevant for all deliveries with short lead time: while the sequence of operation15

described in Figure 1 is probably relevant for standard parcel delivery, where all ship-16

ments are loaded at a given warehouse, it is completely irrelevant for food ordering or17

other similar services where couriers carry directly meals from restaurants to customers18

without consolidation.19

Note that volume and weight capacity constraints play an apparently very little role20

in the paper. They are not explicitly represented, but they are present, in the cost pa-21

rameters for example. However that capacity is seldom the binding constraint in urban22

logistics, specifically for small shipments: the binding constraints lie elsewhere.23

2.3 The total cost function24

The model consists in a cost function which distinguishes two parts: the warehousing25

cost, and the transport cost. This section details these cost components and presents the26

resulting total cost function. The calculations are detailed for regime I only, additional27

details are available on request.28

The warehousing cost function Regarding warehousing costs, there is an abundent29

operations research literature, but given the level of detail required in this paper, and the30

lack of data, it is of little use in this paper’s context. In this paper, the unit warehousing31

cost denotes the cost of unloading, sorting, handling, and loading a shipment. Based on32

textbooks such as (21), warehousing typically requires the main following resources:33

land use, building, human resources, and equipment. Land use cost will directly depend34

on the location of the warehouse. The warehousing cost is assumed proportional to the35

amount of operations, and dependent on location. Location is very simply represented36

by the distance of the warehouse to the operation area (the area where shipments are37

delivered and picked up), which is assimilated to the city center: this distance is de-38

noted by l. Space is assumed to be continuous: location of highways or other transport39

infrastructures or the discontinuous and dynamic character of the real estate market are40
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ignored. The city is assumed monocentric and radially symetric. As a consequence, the1

unit warehousing cost per operation is cw(l), with cw a decreasing function.2

The transport cost function Operations are realised in sequence during rounds. This3

raises a difficult issue: finding the optimal round to deliver a given set of locations is4

a classic operations research problem (the Traveling Salesman Problem), known to be5

NP-complete. In order to circumvent this difficulty, the approach of (14) is followed.6

Consider an area of surface A, where F operations should be realised over the relevant7

time period. These F locations are randomly allocated across the area. Let δ denote8

the average distance between two consecutive operations: it is inversely proportional9

to the square root of the density of operations in the area, up to a constant k.10

δ = k

√
A

F
. (1)

Figure 2 belows illustrates Equation (1). From case (A) to case (B), the number of11

operations is multiplied by four ; at the same time, the average intermediate distance is12

halved.

Case (B)Case (A)

Figure 2: Operations density and intermediate distance.
13

Now, depending on the regime, let us derive the number of operations which can be14

realised in one round. Let us focus on regime I . Denote by va (resp. vz) the average15

vehicle speed during the approach movement (resp. during intermediate movements),16

and denote by h the duration of each operation excluding transport (i.e., precisely, the17

time to load, unload, sign papers, etc.) Denote by x the number of operations. The total18

round duration, for a given x, and given the sequence operation presented in Section19

2.2, is denoted by d, and such that:20

d = 2
l

va
+ x

(
h+

δ

vz

)
. (2)

The round duration is constrained: d = H . As a consequence:21

x =
H − 2l/va
h+ δ/vz

(3)

Two comments can be made about this equation. First, x decreases with l: the22

farther the warehouse, the less operations can be done during one round. This is the23
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root of the value of proximity for a warehouse in this situation. Second, this requires1

that l < Hva/2: the round duration cannot be lower than the time needed to reach the2

area and come back.3

Let Hr denote the in-zone time, i.e. the time actually spent by the vehicle in the4

operation area:5

Hr = H − 2l/va. (4)

Also, let ho = h+ δ/vz denote the duration of an operation, including the time re-6

quired to travel the intermediate distance between successive operations. Then, Equa-7

tion (3) can be rewritten as follows:8

x =
Hr

ho
. (5)

In order to derive the transport cost function,the distance dependent cost and the9

time dependent cost of running a vehicle should b distinguished. The distance depen-10

dent cost is assumed to increase linearly with distance, up to a coefficient cl. It is mainly11

related to energy consumption and vehicle wear and tear. The time dependent cost is12

assumed to increase linearly with time, up to a coefficient ch. It is related to the cap-13

ital opportunity cost and the wages. The length of a round is 2l + (Hr/ho)δ, and its14

duration is H . Therefore, the cost of a round is (2l + (Hr/ho)δ)cl +Hch.15

It is now possible to derive the unit transport cost:16

ct = (2lcl +Hch)
ho

Hr
+ δcl. (6)

With somemanipulations, replacing δ with Equation (1), and with cR = 2lcl+Hch:17

ct =
cR
Hr

h+

(
1

vz

cR
Hr

+ cl

)
k

√
A

F
. (7)

Note that cR increases with l, and Hr decreases with l. As a consequence ct is18

an increasing function of the distance of the warehouse to the city center, and doubly19

so: first because when l increases, it is more costly to reach the operation area, second20

because there is less time to actually proceed to operations in that area.21

Also, the transport cost upwards the warehouse was not taken into account, for22

simplicity. As a matter of fact, if it is assumed to only depend on l, it can be accounted23

for by a modification of cw.24

The total cost function The total unit cost under regime I, which sums the unit ware-25

housing cost and the unit transport cost, is:26

c(l) = cw(l) +
cR
Hr

h+

(
1

vz

cR
Hr

+ cl

)
k

√
A

F
. (8)

One component of the cost function decreases with l (the farther from the city center,27

the lower the warehousing cost), while the other increases with l (the farther from the28

city center, the higher the unit transport cost).29
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Total cost functions under the other regimes Let us first consider the case of regimes1

II and III . Under regime II , the time constraint is modified: instead of having a con-2

straint on the total round duration, there is a constraint on the maximum lead time: the3

time span between departure from the warehouse and the last delivery cannot exceedH4

(picking, packing and handling can be included in the constraint.) Under regime III ,5

the constraint is on the time spent in the operation area: the time span between arrival6

in and departure from the operation area cannot exceedH .7

The equations above can be easily generalised to all three regimes. First, the fol-8

lowing coefficients are introduced:9 
ρI = 2,

ρII = 1,

ρIII = 0.

(9)

Let ha = l/va define the time to access the operation zone: Then, modify the in10

zone timeHr given by Equation (4) as follows:11

Hr = H − ρha. (10)

This implies that for ρ > 0, distance l cannot be larger than Hva/ρ. For ρ = 012

there is no such constraint. Also, modify cR as follows:13

cR = 2lcl + (H + (2− ρ)ha) ch (11)

Then, Equations (7) and (8) remain valid. Note that all other things equal, cIt (l) >14

cIIt (l) > cIIIt (l), as simple calculations (omitted here) confirm. This behaviour is15

intuitive: for a givenH , the constraint is stronger under regime I than under regime II16

(resp. regime III), therefore the unit cost is necessarily lower under the latter.17

Regime IV works differently: a range constraint is considered. The length of the18

round must be lower than L:19

2l + xδ = L. (12)

The transport cost function under regime IV is:20

ct(l) =

(
cl +

ch
vz

)
δ + chh+

(
cl +

ch
va

)
2lδ

L− 2l
. (13)

Therefore, the total cost function is:21

cIV (l) = cw(l) +

(
cl +

ch
vz

)
δ + chh+

(
cl +

ch
va

)
2lδ

L− 2l
. (14)

Illustration Figure 3 presents the behaviour of the warehousing, transport and total22

costs under each regime, with the following parameters: access speed va = 40 km/h23

(25 mph), in zone speed vz = 15 km/h (9 mph), distance between two operations24

δ = 800m (0,5 mile), duration of an operation h = 0.2h, distance dependent cost25

cl = 1.2e/km (about $2,3/mile), time dependent cost ch = 20e/h (about $38/mile),26

and finally a linear gradient of the unit warehousing cost c′w = −0.15 e/km (about27
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$0.27/mile). Without aiming at realism, it amounts to rounds with twenty to thirty1

operations, for a unit transport cost between 6 to 10 e(excluding warehousing costs),2

which are reasonable orders of magnitude for the last stage of transport of relatively3

small LTL – but larger than parcels – shipments toward a large urban area.4

The following scenarios are then distinguished: one where the total round duration5

is limited to eight hours (as an example of regime I), one where deliveries need to be6

faster than two hours (as an example of regime II , H was fixed at 1.5h to account for7

order processing), one where the delivery time window is limited to 4h (as an example8

of regime III) and finally one where the round cannot be longer than 70km (as an9

example of regime IV ).10

0
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Figure 3: Comparison of cost functions for regimes I-IV

Several mechanisms interact in the results which can be observed in Figure 3. In11

all cases, getting closer to the center saves on transport cost, but the intensity differs.12

Theoretically, for a given set of parameters, including H , the value of proximity is13

higher under regime I , which is more strongly constrained, than under regimes II and14

III . However, H itself plays a very important role, and the smaller it is, the stronger15

the constraint. This is why the transport cost increases so quickly with distance in the16

second case, where the delivery lead time is limited to 1.5h, with the consequence that17

it is optimal to be as close to the city center as possible. In this example, regime IV18

gets to the limit faster than the others.19

3 Private optimum, static comparatives, policy impli-20

cations21

This section analyses the model’s properties. First, the first order conditions of ware-22

house location optimality are derived (Section 3.1). Then, the influence of the model’s23

parameters on the optimal warehouse location is analysed in Section 3.2. Finally, some24
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policy implications are discussed in Section 3.3.1

3.1 Condition of private optimality2

The private optimum is the location which minimises the total unit cost function (8).3

The social optimum is outside the paper’s scope; it is briefly discussed in Section 3.3.4

The private optimum can be at the center (e.g. regime II in Figure 3), when transport5

costs increase so fast that it is optimal to be as close as possible to the operation area;6

or it can be optimal to be at the periphery, when land rents stop decreasing. An interior7

solution can also be optimal; in that case it is a necessary condition that dc/dl = 0.8

The differential of c for regimes I − III is:9

dc = c′wdl +
dcRHr − cRdHr

H2
r

h+

(
1

vz

dcRHr − cRdHr

H2
r

)
δ. (15)

By noticing that dcR = 2cldl + (2− ρ)chdha, dha = dl/va and dHr = −ρdl/va10

and with a fewmanipulations, the first order condition on the optimality of l for regimes11

I to III is obtained:12

0 = c′w +

(
2cl + (2− ρ)

ch
va

)
ho

Hr
+ ρcR

ho

vaH2
r

. (16)

The first order condition for Regime IV is straightforwardly derived from Equation13

(14). When distinguishing each regime:14 

Regime I : −c′w = 2cl
ho

Hr
+ 2cR

ho

vaH2
r
,

Regime II : −c′w =
(
2cl +

ch
va

)
ho

Hr
+ cR

ho

vaH2
r
,

Regime III : −c′w =
(
2cl +

2ch
va

)
ho

Hr
,

Regime IV : −c′w =
(
2cl +

2ch
va

)
L+4l

(L−2l)2 δ

(17)

As is standard in urban economics, at the optimum, the land rent savings which15

come from moving one kilometer away from the city center are exactly offset by the16

additional transport costs. These costs come from two mechanisms: first, the approach17

and return movements are longer, increasing the unit transport cost; second, they take18

more time so that less operations can be realised in a round, further increasing the unit19

transport cost.20

3.2 Comparative statics21

The objective is to analyse the influence of each of the model’s parameters on the opti-22

mal location of the warehouse. To do so, apply the implicit function theorem to Equa-23

tions (17). This requires calculating the total differential of each of these equations.24

First, consider regimes I to III . Denote by Γ the right-hand side of Equation (16).25

Denote by Γx the partial differential of Γ with respect to variable x. Then, the total26

differential of Γ is:27

dΓ = Γldl + Γcldcl + Γchdch + Γvadva + Γvzdvz + ΓHdH + Γhdh + Γδdδ, (18)

10



Then:

Γl = c′′w +
4clρHo

vaH2
r

+ 2
(2− ρ)ρhoch

v2aH
2
r

+
2ρ2cRho

v2aH
3
r

, (19)

Γcl =
2ho

Hr
+

2lρho

vaH2
r

, (20)

Γch =
(2− ρ)ho

vaHr
+

(H + (2− ρ)ha)ρho

vaH2
r

, (21)

Γva = − (2− ρ)chho

v2aHr
− ρcRho

v2aH
2
r

− 2(2− ρ)ρchhol

v3aH
2
r

− 2clhoρl

v2aH
2
r

− 2ρ2cRhol

v3ah
3
r

, (22)

Γvz = − 2clδ

Hrv2z
− (2− ρ)chδ

vaHrv2z
− ρcRδ

vaH2
r v

2
z

, (23)

ΓH =
ρhoch
vaH2

r

− 2clho

H2
r

− (2− ρ)chho

vaH2
r

− 2ρcRho

vaH3
r

, (24)

Γh =
2cl
Hr

+
(2− ρ)ch
vaHr

+
ρcR
vaH2

r

, (25)

Γδ =
2cl
Hrvz

+
(2− ρ)ch
vaHrV 2

z

+
ρcR

vaH2
r vz

. (26)

The sign of Γl depends on the sign of c′′w. Let us assume that the land rent is convex,1

or linear; this implies that Γl > 0. The partial differentials of Γ with respect to cl, ch,2

h and δ are clearly positive. The partial differentials of Γ with respect to va and vz3

are negative. Some simple calculations can show that the partial differential of Γ with4

respect to H is negative. By application of the implicit function theorem, provided5

Γl ̸= 0, the variation of l with any parameter x is given by:6

dl

dx
= −Γx

Γl
. (27)

It is possible to conclude regarding the influence of the various model’s parameters7

on the distance of the warehouse to the city center:8

- when the unit transport costs ch or cl increase, the optimal warehouse distance9

decreases: the cost increase is partially offset by bringing the warehouse closer10

to the city center;11

- when the duration of each operation h increases, the optimal warehouse distance12

decreases.13

- whenH increases (i.e. the time constraint on the operations is relaxed), the opti-14

mal warehouse distance increases. Symmetrically, if H gets small (for example15

to provide faster deliveries), then the value of proximity increases.16

- when the access or in zone speeds va and vz increase, the optimal warehouse dis-17

tance increases: better speeds participate in relaxing the operational constraints;18

being close to the city center is less valuable.19
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- when the density of operations increase (i.e. when δ decreases), then the optimal1

warehouse distance increases: when the demand is higher, operations are more2

efficient, proximity is less necessary.3

The last point is of particular importance: while logistic sprawl can be and has4

been explained by many different causes, including land rent changes, one important5

conclusion of this paper is that changes in demand (especially the strong and sustained6

increase of the demand for e-commerce) probably contributes to explain the observed7

dynamics. Note that the expression logistic sprawl can refer to a number of distinct8

spatial dynamics: in this case, we discuss the spreading of warehouses from the city9

center, but not the spreading or clustering of warehouses relative to each other. The very10

simplified representation of space in the model makes it unsuitable for the investigation11

of this more complicated phenomenon.12

These conclusions apply to all three regimes, from I to III . Comparing the elas-13

ticities of l with respect to the other parameters is a more involved task: remind that14

Hr and cR also depend on ρ. This comparison is outside the paper’s scope. Regarding15

regime IV , the results are not detailed. The model’s behaviour is rather similar, except16

that Γvz = Γh = Γδ = 0: the corresponding variables have no influence on the opti-17

mum location (under the assumption that the autonomy is truely exogenous). However,18

even though the signs of the influence of each parameter on l is unchanged, the intensity19

of the variation will vary. These regimes will not react similarly to given changes in the20

parameters: urban logistics is a heterogeneous system; and this heterogeneity comes,21

among other things, from the diversity of constraints under which the agents operate.22

Also outside the scope of this paper is an in-depth discussion of the influence of23

the various model’s parameters on the total cost function. Nevertheless, any parameter24

which has an influence on l has an influence on total costs. More precisely, when a25

parameter decreases l, it increases the total cost, and conversely. Let us illustrate this26

point with the case of fast deliveries (Figure 4).27
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This figure confirms the discussion above: whenH decreases, it is more efficient to1

get closer to the city center. However the total cost increases: this is a classic microe-2

conomic mechanism where it is possible to adapt to a price increase or to a constraint3

strengthening, but not to the point where the cost increase is fully offset. Note that this4

discussion suffers from an important limitation: demand is assumed exogenous here.5

With endogenous demand and, as it will be seen later, economies of scales, these state-6

ments may not hold. In addition, if H decreases, opportunities for massification will7

decrease, and δ will increase. This also does limit the conclusions, and warrants further8

research.9

3.3 Some policy implications10

Urban logistics is a well known source of externalities, as discussed in the introduction.11

Standard microeconomic theory recommends that these externalities be internalised.12

The main externalities associated with urban logistics are associated with the distances13

covered and, to certain extent, to the duration of presence within urban areas as well14

(e.g. noise, pollution, congestion generated by illegal parking, etc.) Internalising these15

externalities (e.g. through tolls) would amount to increase ch and cl. This would de-16

crease the optimal warehouse location, getting it closer to the city center.17

It is possible to take a different perspective: in a second best world, where it can be18

very difficult to internalise all externalities, which planning actions could help improve19

social welfare? In this case, actions that would help warehouses to locate closer to the20

city center would probably be welfare improving. This topic needs further investiga-21

tion, and a in-depth analysis of the issue requires endogenous demand. However, the22

model contributes to illustrate how planning should be considered as an instrument of23

urban logistics policy.24

Other policy actions can be examined with this type of modelling approach. Con-25

sider policies such as enforcing delivery time-windows (forbidding deliveries outside26

a certain time window in a certain zone), or supporting off-hour deliveries (22). Under27

regime III , reducing H is costly; it also causes the optimal distance to decrease. The28

warehouse movement can offset part of the cost increase. However, if warehouses can-29

not move back towards the city center, then the policy will be very costly. Such policies30

are probably worth being accompanied with synergistic land-use planning initiatives.31

A third policy implication is directly related to the structure of the cost function.32

Equation (8) is a unit cost function. Denote by C the total cost function: it is equal to33

the unit cost c times the demand F :34

C = Fcw(l) + F
cR
Hr

h+

(
1

vz

cR
Hr

+ cl

)
k
√
AF (28)

Let us calculate the marginal social cost of an additional receiver. According to the35

envelop theorem, l can be assumed fixed in the calculation:36

∂C

∂F
= cw(l) +

cR
Hr

h+
1

2

(
1

vz

cR
Hr

+ cl

)
k

√
A

F
. (29)
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The marginal social cost is lower than the unit cost. Specifically, denote by mesc1

the marginal external social cost:2

mesc =
∂C

∂F
− c = −1

2

(
1

vz

cR
Hr

+ cl

)
k

√
A

F
< 0. (30)

When demand increases in a given area, the density of operations increases. There-3

fore, there are economies of scale, with an impact on cost similar to the Mohring effect4

in public transport (23), where more passengers induce an increased frequency, to the5

benefit of all. These economies of scale are also a possible source of economies of ag-6

glomeration (in (24), the authors find that the sector which aggregates transport, storage7

and communication exhibits particularly large economies of agglomeration.) For public8

transport, the Mohring effect is often raised as a motivation for subsidisation. Should9

urban logistics be subsidised? And how should it be? What are the interaction between10

this positive externality and the other, negative externalities? This topic warrants a11

dedicated discussion, which is unfortunately outside this paper’s scope.12

4 Conclusions13

The model presented in this paper models the optimal location of a warehouse in an14

urban area, as the result of a trade off between transport costs and warehouse costs.15

The model is theoretical and analytical. Close attention is paid to represent the opera-16

tional constraints of transport. In order to represent the heterogeneity of urban logistics,17

different contraints are distinguished: constraints on round duration, on lead time, on18

delivery time window, and on vehicle range.19

Despite its simplicity, the model yields a number of non trivial implications. First,20

the role of demand density in the structure of cost is highlighted. In particular, its role21

as a possible contribution to logistic sprawl is identified. Second, the paper identifies22

economies of scale in urban logistics, with possibly important consequences in terms of23

public policy which remain to be fully investigated. Third, the paper briefly addresses24

how land-use planning aimed at urban logistics can probably be a relevant transport25

economics policy instrument: in the difficulty to internalise directly many of the exter-26

nalities of urban freight transport, planning warehouse location can be an indirect way27

to reach policy objective. Finally, this model is an addition to the modelling toolset for28

the analysis and assessment of urban public policy. The level of detail in the represen-29

tation of the transport cost structure allows a detailed analysis of the consequences of a30

varied range of policies.31

Several important features lack in the model: endogenous demand, choice of re-32

ceivers (firms or residents) between distinct channels, market structure, a better repre-33

sentation of warehousing costs. Additional data about what type of constraint is binding34

for whomwould also be a significant step towards a better knowledge of urban logistics.35

These limitations are directions for future research.36
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